As Consumers We Spend Billions of Dollars A Year In These 3 Categories:

- Supplements
- Fitness
- Anti-Aging
Yet Obesity and Chronic Illness Are Still On The Rise!*

- There are so many supplements on the market to choose from!
- How do we know which ones to take?
- How do we know if we are wasting our hard earned money?

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
What is the Most Expensive Nutritional Supplement on the Market?

Supplements that do not work!

Factors:
• Low quality ingredients
• Not enough ingredients
• Ingredients that do not get absorbed into the bloodstream
VNI Is A GAME CHANGER In The Industry And Here Is Why.

- Launched in January, 2014
- Founders are biochemists and formulators
- Produces high quality products
- Unique proprietary formulas
- First-to-market products
- Premium quality ingredients
- Advanced absorption technology
- Validated by published clinical studies
- [www.vni.science](http://www.vni.science)
VNI Scientific Credibility And Product Validation

VNI’s scientists on its Scientific Advisory Board have over 170 years worth of research experience evidenced by over 600 published research papers in peer-reviewed scientific journals. The esteemed Scientific Advisory Board is represented by:

- Kenneth Blum, Ph.D. DHL.
- Debasish Bagchi, Ph.D., MACN, CNS, MAIChe
- Manashi Bagchi, Ph.D., FACN.

VNI is the only company known to have 40 published clinical studies (to date) and 3 patents with proprietary exclusive technologies supporting its finished product; **Unprecedented Scientific Validation**…Providing

An Unprecedented Superior Advantage for Business Validation!
VNI Scientific Credibility And Product Validation

Anyone who partners with VNI to do business can be assured that the products they are promoting are made with the highest quality ingredients, backed by science and most importantly improving the health of others with actual case studies and testimonials to back this up!*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
All of VNI’s products use Prodosome® technology (proprietary exclusive SK713SLP absorption capabilities) which mean supplements will be absorbed 100% of the time in 100% of those taking the products.
Many supplements are difficult to digest or do not get absorbed (depending on a person’s digestive system).

Many purchase supplements that do not get absorbed at all (therefore eliminating any benefits they may have), that is why VNI’s proprietary exclusive Prodosome® technology is the foundation for all products with the tagline – Nutrition That Gets In®.
N-Sorb™, the newest product is the ONLY Prodosome® technology enzyme product on the market that is setting a new standard for enzymes! A clinical study will be coming out this fall discussing how enzymes are not just for digestion.*

Prodovite® is our multivitamin mineral complex that has been proven to rehydrate blood cells that have lost their negative charge in less than 5 minutes!*

Brain Reward® supports focus, concentration, cognition and mental sharpness and is backed by over 30 clinical studies.*

ThionExtra™ is an immune benefit and cell detoxification product that supports anti-aging and life extension*. 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
N-Sorb™ Multi-Enzyme Complex

The Diet Essential™
Multi-Enzyme Complex
As Part of a Healthy Lifestyle
N-Sorb™
Supports Metabolism and Digestion
Dietary Supplement
Net Wt. 0.07 fl oz (2 mL)
VNI Prodosome® Technology

Prodosome® Technology Mimics ‘Cell Membrane’ Structure
N-Sorb™ (KD120 MEC)
Multi-Enzyme Complex

N-Sorb™ is a prodosomed multi-enzyme complex consisting of:

- Diet Essential™: A stable acid-resistant multi-enzyme complex
- Proprietary exclusive Prodosomes® for rapid & prolonged absorption*
- A combination that is exclusively formulated for optimal metabolic and digestive support*
- There are no other prodosomed enzyme products on the market!

*N-Sorb™ is not a weight loss product, however, changes in body composition can occur.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
N-Sorb™ (KD120 MEC) Multi-Enzyme Complex

N-Sorb’s™ features and benefits:
• Boosts and strengthens metabolism and vitality*
• Supports digestion of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates*
• Supports intestinal health and elimination*
• Is active throughout the pH range of the entire digestive system*
• Efficacy is demonstrated via TNO’s Simulated Intestinal Model (TIM) and confirmed by a clinical study
• Safety and efficacy of N-Sorb™ complete formula confirmed in clinical study [Downs BW, Kushner S, Bagchi M, Swaroop A, Bagchi D. Safety and efficacy of a novel complex (N-Sorb™) in human volunteers FASEB J April 2017, 31:lb312]

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Prodovite® Liquid Nutrition*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
A 2002 study published in JAMA states that ALL Americans should take a multivitamin…BUT, digestive maladies are the most common disorder in our culture! The most expensive supplement is the one that doesn’t work…because it can’t ‘get in’. A reduced ability to use oxygen and water (the two most important ingredients for life) is the primary feature of chronic degenerative disease.

Proovite® Rapidly Absorbed Liquid Nutrition*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Prodovite® Rapidly Absorbed
Liquid Nutrition*

Prodovite® features and benefits include:

• Proprietary VMP35 MN liquid, multivitamin, mineral & phytonutrient complex
• Proprietary exclusive prodosome® unprecedented rapid (less than 5 minutes) prolonged absorption*
• The promotion of cellular ability to use oxygen and water*
• Prodovite® is liquid blood food!
• Scientific research that validates the finished product
• Life changing benefits evidenced by an astonishing high customer retention rate

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Brain Reward® - For Mental Sharpness*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Brain Reward® - For Mental Sharpness*

A Patented Course Correction For Your Mind*

(US Patent 6,132,724, 6,955,873, and EU Patent EPO0979092)

1 in 4 Americans Will Experience a Mental Health Disorder
(Ref: Nat’l Alliance on Mental Illness). Our bodies and our brains are overstressed, undernourished and not as healthy as they could be, making life much more challenging. Brain Reward® is an effective Reward Deficiency Nutrigenomic Solution that rebalances the brain reward circuitry.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
More than 30 Clinical Studies (to date) demonstrate that Patented Brain Reward® (KB220Z/KB220ZBR) nutritionally:

- Supports dopamine sensitivity and function*
- Helps regulate cravings*
- Supports weight management*
- Promotes energy and recovery*
- Relieves stress*
- Supports easier detox*
- Supports improved decision making*
- Supports focus, attention, concentration, and cognition and mental sharpness*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
ThionExtra™ – Anti-Aging & Immunity*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
ThionExtra™ – Anti-Aging & Immunity*

The Super Antioxidant Immune Booster*

ThionExtra™ is made with evidence-based premium quality nutraceuticals that nutritionally support:

- DNA protection and the structure and function of blood vessels*
- Antioxidant function*
- Glutathione and SOD Functions*
- Immune function*
- Positive nitrogen balance*
- Cell detoxification, structure, function, stamina and energy output*
- Mental clarity*
- Anti-aging and life extension*
- Life changing benefits evidenced by an astonishing high customer retention rate

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Business Model & Opportunity
VNI is a GLOBAL LEADER in changing the way network marketing companies do business!
Start Your VNI Business In 3 Easy Steps!

1. Use VNI Products
2. Share VNI Products
3. Teach Others to Use and Share VNI Products
The Lucrative VNI Compensation Plan
Rewards You With…

1. Immediate Income
2. Long-Term Residual Cash Flow
3. Leadership Development Bonuses

The opportunity for compensation reflected in this document is not a guarantee or projection of actual income that a Partner will earn through his or her participation in the VNI Compensation Plan. Any guarantee of earnings would be misleading. Success with the Victory Nutrition International Compensation Plan is the result of hard work, persistence and successful sales efforts on the part of the Partner.
There are many benefits to starting your own professional network marketing business with VNI, like:

• Proprietary product technologies that are exclusive to VNI reps/partners; not available elsewhere
• No start-up fees, no need to purchase stock, or maintain an inventory.
• You can work from wherever you are; at home or on the road.
Why Partner With VNI?

- Generous unilevel and bonus compensation; earning potential is extraordinary.
- Earn shares in various ‘pools’ that are a percentage of the global commissionable volume; as the company grows, so does the value of your shares.
- VNI provides the capability for anyone to start a VNI business with no previous experience and only an investment in personal health & time.
- **Stick With VNI And Achieve Greater Financial Rewards.**
Basic Pack*
A Great Option For Launching Your VNI Business!

Basic Pack Contains:
• 1-Prodovite Bottle (30 servings per bottle)
• 1-Brain Reward Bottle (30 servings per bottle [180 caps])
• 2-N-Sorb (30 2ml Packets)

ADDITIONAL FREE PRODUCTS!
• 5 Servings N-Sorb
• PLUS FREE EXPEDITED SHIPPING!

Retail Price $393
You Pay $262 (SAVE $131!)

* Qualifications & Restrictions Apply: The Basic Pack is a ONE TIME PURCHASE ONLY. You can only purchase ONE OF THE BUILDER PACKS, YOU CANNOT PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE PACK! There is a TIME RESTRICTION for purchases. Partners have the time remaining in the month of signing up as a Partner and 2 months that follow (approx. 60 days) to purchase ONE OF THE THREE BUILDER PACKS. Available for sale in the US only.
Promoter Pack*
A Popular Option For Launching Your VNI Business!

- 1-Prodovite Bottle (30 servings per bottle)
- 3-N-Sorb (30 2ml Packets)
- 1-Brain Reward (15 Servings) with Display Boxes
- 2-Boxes of Prodovite Moments each containing 4
  – 4 cup boxes per carton (16 Moments total x 2
  = 32 1oz Moments)

ADDITIONAL FREE PRODUCTS!
- 1-4 Servings Prodovite Moments
- VNI Product Booklet (12 Pages) 25/pack
- PLUS FREE EXPEDITED SHIPPING!

Retail Price $573
You Pay $390 (SAVE $183!)

* Qualifications & Restrictions Apply: The Promoter Pack is a ONE TIME PURCHASE ONLY. You can only purchase ONE OF THE BUILDER PACKS, YOU CANNOT PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE PACK! There is a TIME RESTRICTION for purchases, Partners have the time remaining in the month of signing up as a Partner and 2 months that follow (approx. 60 days) to purchase ONE OF THE THREE BUILDER PACKS. Available for sale in the US only.
Share & Grow Pack*
The Best Option For Launching Your VNI Business!

FREE EXPEDITED SHIPPING!

SAVE $293

PLUS FREE PRODUCT!

Share & Grow Pack Contains:
• 2-Prodovite Bottles (30 servings per bottle)
• 1-Brain Reward Bottle (30 servings per bottle [180 caps])
• 2-N-Sorb (30 2ml Packets)
• 1-N-Sorb (15 2ml Packets)
• 2-Brain Reward (15 Servings) with Display Boxes
• 3-Boxes of Prodovite Moments each containing 4 – 4 cup boxes per carton (16 Moments total x 3 = 48 1oz Moments)

ADDITIONAL FREE PRODUCTS!
• 1-4 Servings Prodovite Moments
• 10 Servings N-Sorb
• VNI Product Booklet (12 Pages) 25/pack
• PLUS FREE EXPEDITED SHIPPING!

Retail Price $867
You Pay $574 (SAVE $293!)

* Qualifications & Restrictions Apply: The Share & Grow Pack is a ONE TIME PURCHASE ONLY. You can only purchase ONE OF THE BUILDER PACKS, YOU CANNOT PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE PACK! There is a TIME RESTRICTION for purchases, Partners have the time remaining in the month of signing up as a Partner and 2 months that follow (approx. 60 days) to purchase ONE OF THE THREE BUILDER PACKS. Available for sale in the US only.
Join us and make a difference by helping people become beacons of health, hope and abundance!